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The TREAD sports many interesting features and a complete program of affordable, high-quality
components, accessories and optics. The M uses a direct impingement gas operating system,
common to the traditional AR platform, with a rotating locking bolt. As you can expect from SIG
Sauer, nothing like that. In particular, right out of the box the Tread rifle features a
factory-installed, aluminum, free floating M-LOK handguard for improved accuracy. Many of
these AR and M4 are sold at prices below dollars. The TREAD, combined with its branded
accessories, both premium SIG Sauer products offered at a budget-friendly price, allows the
owner to easily, and affordably, tailor and configure their rifle to their preferences. We had the
chance to shoot the M TREAD at the SIG Sauer Academy in a very limited introductory event, in
both static, accuracy focused drills in which we also zeroed the rifle, and action-packed,
dynamic drills from scant inches all the way to hundreds to yards from the targets, both steel
and paper. The TREAD handles nicely, has a mild recoil and ergonomically is almost perfect ,
although there were a few mold flashes from the pistol grip that chafed our fingers â€” possibly
because the guns we tested were pre-production models. We also found that in heavy shooting
scenarios the M-LOK handguard contact area with the barrel, just forward of the upper receiver,
becomes extremely hot: the handguard itself in this case is warm but not unbearably so. Using
shooting gloves â€” a given, in the case of intensive shooting classes anyway! The adjustable
flip-up sights are all steel and of very accurate manufacture. The Romeo 5 red dot optic is a
steal at dollars! Do the mathâ€¦. For Europe a release date it is not planned yet, but we will keep
you updated. The systems includes the revolutionary 6. The Romeo7s and Juliet3-Micro,
respectively a red dot and 3x magnifier, are an all-round, low profile riflescope aiming solution
for professional, sporting and hunting â€¦. The recall applies to all Cross bolt-action rifles
currently manufactured. A defect has been confirmed in a single rifle, which could exhibit a
delayed discharge after the trigger was pulled. Read on to know what to do if you have a Cross
rifle. In the new ZULU6 models, an 2-axis gimbal provides razor-sharp optical image
stabilization, compensating for natural human motion providing the clarity of a mounted
spotting scope. The ruggedized and battle-hardened optic will be used on M4A1 carbines to
enable the soldier to engage both close quarter targets and targets at extended â€¦. Chambered
in 9mm, thanks to a black anodized metal frame and Nitron stainless steel slide, the P Equinox
and P Equinox feature a two-tone contrasting finish. Franco Palamaro. Only the BUIS and red
dot optic are added. This video has been hidden because of an external service YouTube that
could potentially collect personal data. Allow video services for the duration of the visit Allow
video services Stop allowing video services. Matt Stagliano. Subscribe to the Newsletter. DE IT.
This advertising is hidden because a third party Revive AdServer could potentially collect
personal data. Show once. Show advertising permanently. Revoke consent. That might interest
you too:. The warnings in this operators manual are extremely important. By understanding the
dangers inherent in the use of any firearm, and by taking the precautions described in this
manual, you can experience a higher level of safety in the use of your firearm. Failure to heed
any of these warnings may result in serious injury or death to you or others, as well as severe
damage to the firearm or other property. Read and follow these directions carefully. Do not use
the firearm unless you fully understand these instructions and the safe operation of your
firearm. Failure to heed any of these directions may result in serious injury or death to you or
others, as well as severe damage to the firearm or other property. Your firearm comes equipped
with effective, well-designed safety features. However, never rely completely on any safety
mechanism. Safety mechanisms are designed to augment, not replace safe handling practices.
Careless and improper handling of any firearm can result in an unintentional discharge. Many
safety mechanisms are incorporated into your firearm. Only your safe firearm handling habits
will ensure the safe use of your firearm. Like all mechanical devices, the safety mechanisms are
subject to breakage or malfunction and can be negatively affected by wear, abuse, dirt,
corrosion, incorrect assembly, improper adjustment or repair, or lack of maintenance. The best
safety is proper and applied training in safe firearm handling. Always handle your firearm as
though you expect the safeties not to work. If your firearm is equipped with a manual safety,
keep the safety ON until you are actually ready to use the firearm. Always move the safety to its
intended position and visually check it. The safety is not ON unless it is completely ON.
However, like any mechanical device, exposure to abusive conditions may have a negative
effect on these safety mechanisms and cause them to fail to work as designed. This includes
the firearm being dropped, impact to the firearm, or the firearm being struck by another object.
Make sure you always maintain control of your firearm at all times. If your firearm does suffer an
abusive event, as previously described, do not attempt to use the firearm. Keep the firearm
pointed in a safe direction, unload and clear the firearm immediately, and have it inspected by a
certified SIG SAUER Armorer or gunsmith prior to using the firearm. A safe direction is defined
as an area in which, if the firearm were to discharge, no property damage would occur and no

personal injury would result. ALWAYS use clean, dry, original factory-made ammunition of the
proper type and caliber for your firearm. ALWAYS carry your firearm so that you can control the
direction of the muzzle if you fall or stumble. NEVER shoot at a flat surface or water. DO NOT
leave a loaded fire arm unattended. Firearms and ammunition should be stored separately,
locked if possible, beyond the reach of children, careless adults, and unauthorized users.
NEVER allow your firearm to be used by anyone who has not read and understood this
operators manual. DO NOT point any firearm, loaded or unloaded, at any undesired or unsafe
target. NEVER discharge your firearm near an animal unless it is trained to accept the noise.
NEVER drink alcoholic beverages or take drugs before or during shooting, as your vision and
judgment could be seriously impaired, making your firearm handling unsafe. Failure to comply
with these restrictions will void your warranty. Warnings and instructions about the use of some
SIG SAUER replacement parts, assemblies, and accessories may be described in literature
accompanying the specific products. Read and carefully follow those instructions. Such
warnings and instructions are provided to assure the safe functioning of the firearm. Failure to
heed them may result in improper functioning, damage to the firearm, and serious injury or
death. Unauthorized alterations can make it unsafe. The addition of any parts or accessories
beyond the user level of maintenance described in this manual are not authorized. While it can
help provide secure storage for your unloaded firearm, any locking device can fail. All firearms
are designed to fire if they are loaded and the trigger is pulled. Therefore, never install the
locking device inside the trigger guard or in any way that makes it possible to pull the trigger!
Do not leave the keys in the lock. The ultimate responsibility for secure storage of any firearm
must depend upon its owner and his or her individual circumstances. Firearms should be
stored unloaded, in a secure location, separate from their ammunition. Certain states require, by
law, that their own specified warning notices, in larger than-normal type be conspicuously
included by the manufacturer, distributor, or retail dealer with firearms sold in that state.
Because our products may be sold in these states, we include the following:. Prevent child
access by always keeping guns locked away and unloaded when not in use. If you keep a
loaded firearm where a child obtains and improperly uses it, you may be fined or sent to prison.
Ellos pueden causarse lesions graves y la muerte. It is a crime to store or leave a loaded firearm
in any location where an individual knew or should have known that an unsupervised minor
would gain access to the firearm. Store your firearm responsibly! More than , firearms like this
one are stolen from their owners every year in the United States. In addition, there are more
than a thousand suicides each year by younger children and teenagers who get access to
firearms. Hundreds more die from accidental discharge. It is likely that many more children
sustain serious wounds, or inflict such wounds accidentally on others. In order to limit the
chance of such misuse, it is imperative that you keep this weapon locked in a secure place and
take other steps necessary to limit the possibility of theft or accident. Failure to take reasonable
preventative steps may result in innocent lives being lost, and in some circumstances may
result in your liability for these deaths. Please check with your licensed retailer, state police, or
local police for additional warnings, which may be required by local law or regulation. Such
regulations change constantly, and local authorities are in the best position to advise you on
such legal matters. Always make certain that persons close to you are similarly protected.
Unprotected eyes may be injured by powder, gas, carbon residue, lubricant, metallic particles,
or similar debris that may emanate occasionally from any firearm in normal use. Without proper
hearing protection, repeated exposure to shooting noise may lead to cumulative, permanent
hearing loss. Do not use cartridges that are dirty, wet, corroded, bent, or damaged. Do not oil
cartridges. Do not spray aerosol-type lubricants, preservative, or cleaners directly onto
cartridges or where excess spray may flow into contact with cartridges. Lubricant or other
foreign matter on cartridges can cause potentially dangerous ammunition malfunctions. Use
only ammunition of the caliber for which your firearm is chambered. The proper caliber is
permanently engraved on your firearm; never attempt to use ammunition of any other caliber.
Reloading is a science and improperly loaded ammunition can be extremely dangerous. Severe
damage to the firearm and serious injury to the shooter or to others may result. Firearms may
be severely damaged and serious injury to the shooter or to others may result from any
condition causing excessive pressure inside the chamber or barrel during firing. Excessive
pressure can be caused by obstructions in the barrel, propellant powder overloads, the use of
incorrect cartridges or defectively assembled cartridges. You have difficulty in, or feel unusual
resistance in, chambering a cartridge; A cartridge misfires does not go off ; The mechanism
fails to extract a fired cartridge case; Unburned grains of propellant powder are discovered
spilled in the mechanism; A shot sounds weak or abnormal. In such cases it is possible that a
bullet is lodged part way down the barrel. When such a cartridge is extracted from the chamber
without being fired, the bullet may be left behind in the bore at the point where the rifling

begins. Subsequent chambering of another cartridge may push the first bullet further into the
bore. It is not sufficient to merely look in the chamber. A bullet may be lodged some distance
down the barrel where it cannot easily be seen. If a bullet is in the bore, do not attempt to shoot
it out by using another cartridge or by blowing it out with a blank or one from which the bullet
has been removed. Such techniques can generate excessive pressure, damage the firearm, and
cause serious personal injury. If the bullet can be removed with a cleaning rod, clean any
unburned powder grains from the bore, chamber, and mechanism, before resuming shooting. If
the bullet cannot be dislodged by tapping it with a cleaning rod, take the firearm to a gunsmith.
Dirt, corrosion, or other foreign matter on a cartridge can impede complete chambering and
may cause the cartridge case to burst upon firing. A damaged or deformed cartridge may also
impede chambering performance and cause the cartridge case to burst upon firing. Do not oil
cartridges, and be sure to wipe the chamber clean of any oil or preservative before shooting. Oil
interferes with the friction between cartridge case and chamber wall that is necessary for safe
functioning, and subjects the firearm to stress similar to that imposed by excessive pressure.
Avoid excessive spraying of any aerosol gun care product, especially where it may get on
ammunition. All lubricants and aerosol spray lubricants in particular can penetrate cartridge
primers and cause misfires. Some highly penetrative lubricants can also migrate inside
cartridge cases and cause deterioration of the propellant powder; on firing, the powder may not
ignite. If only the primer ignites, there is danger that the bullet may become lodged in the barrel.
Death, serious injury, and damage can result from the use of wrong ammunition, bore
obstructions, powder overloads, or incorrect cartridge components. Always wear shooting
glasses and hearing protectors. Improper ammunition destroys firearms. Only when you are
certain that you fully understand this manual and can properly carry out its instructions, should
you practice loading and firing your firearm with live ammunition. Having a firearm in your
possession is a full-time job; you cannot guess and you cannot forget. You must know how to
use your firearm safely. If you have any doubts about your ability to handle or use this firearm
safely, you should seek supervised instruction. For more information contact:. Select fire is
available only in the Pro model. The rifle is chambered in 5. Both versions are equipped multiple
sling attachment points and 6 position telescoping buttstocks. All specification data measured
with an unloaded firearm with no magazine, sights or other accessories. Buttstock 2. Forward
Assist 3. Ejection Port Cover 4. Mil-Std Rail 5. Flash Hider 7. Pivot Pin 8. Magazine Release
Button 9. Pistol Grip Takedown Pin Barrel Upper Receiver Bolt Catch Charging Handle Stock
Latch Ambidextrous Fire Control Selector Trigger Magazine Ambidextrous Magazine Catch
FEEDING As the bolt carrier is released from its rearward position, the carrier group moves
forward allowing the lower lugs of the bolt to make contact with the rear of the cartridge as it
sits in the magazine. The cartridge is stripped from the magazine and begins its forward
movement toward the chamber. The ejector is then compressed against the left side of the
cartridge head. The last action that occurs is the extractor snapping over the rim of the
cartridge case. The bolt carrier continues to move forward until it is stopped by contact with the
rear face of the barrel extension. As the carrier goes through the last portion of movement, the
bolt is rotated to the left, through the action of the cam slot in the carrier and the cam pin
through the bolt. This engages the bolt lugs with the barrel extension lugs to lock the bolt into
the barrel extension. The trigger is pressed and the hammer is released. The hammer spring
drives the hammer forward unlocking the firing pin. The firing pin strikes the cartridge primer,
causing detonation. This gas drives the bolt carrier rearward. The rearward movement of the
carrier causes the bolt cam pin to rotate the bolt to the unlocked position. The twisting motion
of the bolt aids in the extraction from the chamber. The ejector is applying forward pressure to
the left side of the case. As the expended case clears the chamber, then the barrel extension, it
is flipped out through the ejector port on the right side of the receiver. COCKING The rearward
movement of the bolt carrier overrides the hammer, forcing it down into the receiver and
compressing the hammer spring, cocking the hammer in the firing position. Treat every firearm
as if it were loaded. Never point a firearm at anything you do not intend to shoot. Keep your
trigger finger off the trigger and out of the trigger guard until you are ready to shoot. Keep the
firearm on safe until you are ready to shoot. Be sure of your intended target and know what lies
beyond. When handing a firearm to someone else or prior to accepting a firearm from another
person, always physically and visually check the chamber so both people can ensure the
firearm is unloaded. Ensure that unauthorized people never have access to a firearm. Never
operate or handle a firearm when you are under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Be aware of
where the muzzle of the firearm is pointed at all times while handling or operating the firearm.
Never allow the muzzle to be inadvertently pointed at another person. Always perform a
functions check prior to shooting the firearm see paragraph 3. Do not fire the firearm if it is
damaged or it fails functions check. Never oil or otherwise lubricate ammunition. Do not use

damaged or dented ammunition. Do not fire the firearm if you had a known baffle strike in the
suppressor, as this can cause a catastrophic failure to the suppressor or injury to the shooter
or bystander should another baffle strike occur. Always ensure firearms are unloaded prior to
storage, maintenance or otherwise not in use. Modes of fire are selected by rotating the selector
lever to the desired position. The SAFE position prevents the firearm from firing by blocking the
action of the trigger. The SEMI position is for semi automatic mode and allows firing of one
round each time the trigger is pressed. AUTO allows for a continuous rate of fire until the trigger
is released by the operator, or the magazine is depleted of ammunition. AUTO is available in the
Pro model only. Ensure the muzzle of the firearm is pointed in a safe direction at all times while
clearing the firearm. Remove the magazine from the firearm by depressing the magazine catch
with the index finger of the firing hand and simultaneously pulling the magazine free with the
support hand. With the support hand, press and hold the bottom portion of the bolt catch while
pulling the charging handle briskly and fully to the rear with the firing hand. Engage the bolt
catch ensuring that the bolt carrier assembly remains locked to the rear and return the charging
handle to its forward and locked position. Rotate the selector to safe, if it is not already on safe.
If passing the firearm to another authorized operator, allow that person to inspect the chamber
prior to handing over the firearm. Pass the firearm with the bolt locked to the rear and the fire
control selector on safe. Lock the bolt to the rear by pressing inward on the bottom of the bolt
catch as you pull charging handle completely rearward. Return the charging handle to the
forward locked position. Rotate the fire control selector to the SAFE position. Visually and
physically inspect the chamber to ensure it is clear. Insert a loaded magazine until it engages
and is held by the magazine catch. Always pull down to ensure the magazine is seated properly.
Press the top of the bolt catch inward releasing the bolt carrier. If the firearm is not to be fired
immediately close the ejection port cover. Grasp the charging handle and pull it completely to
the rear. Release the charging handle allowing it to go forward under full spring pressure.
Rotate the fire control selector to SAFE. Press the magazine catch from either the left or right
side. The magazine should fall free from the magazine well. Pull down to ensure the magazine is
seated properly. Depress the top of the bolt catch releasing the bolt carrier forward chambering
a live cartridge. Grasp the magazine with the support hand and depress the magazine catch
from either the left or right side. Remove the partially loaded magazine and secure it. If available
use dry graphite lubricant. Use muzzle covers if available. Do not lube magazine or ammunition.
Do not use CLP as it can prevent the firearm from firing. Ensure all existing lubricants are
thoroughly removed prior to applying LAW. Work the action to ensure it is not frozen. Warm
firearm with body heat or bring indoors until free movement is restored then clean and
re-lubricate the firearm. Slap up on the bottom of the magazine. Pull charging handle completely
rearward. Release the charging handle to feed a new cartridge. Tap the forward assist to ensure
the round is chambered and the bolt is locked. Press the trigger and attempt to fire the rifle.
Check the chamber for a stuck case. If a case is present separate the receivers and remove the
bolt carrier assembly. Attempt to tap out the case with cleaning rod from the muzzle end of the
barrel. If the firearm still fails to fire refer to the troubleshooting section of this manual. To
adjust the stock press the stock latch and slide the stock to the desired position and release the
latch. Once the stock is positioned, attempt to push the stock back and forth to ensure the
stock latch is engaged. Unload and clear the firearm, then rotate selector to SAFE. Remove the
sling if attached. Push the takedown pin from left to right until stopped by detent. Swing apart
the receivers. Press the pivot pin from left to right until it stops at the detent and separate the
upper and lower receivers. Pull the charging handle to start the bolt carrier group out of the
upper receiver. Remove the bolt carrier group from the upper receiver. Remove the charging
handle assembly from the upper receiver by aligning the tabs with the recesses and drop the
charging handle assemble out and away. Remove the firing pin retaining in from the bolt carrier
then remove the firing pin. Remove the bolt cam pin and bolt from the bolt carrier. Apply slight
pressure to the rear of the extractor. Using a small punch or tip of the firing pin push out the
extractor pin from either side. Remove the extractor from the bolt. Do not remove the extractor
spring, insert, or o-ring from the extractor unless they are being replaced. Press the buffer
retainer and remove the buffer assembly and action spring. Separate the buffer from the action
spring. The following steps should be adhered to which will ensure extended use of the
cleaning rod assembly. Attempting to push the cleaning rod assembly through the bore from
the chamber end could result in the cleaning rod being bent and the metal jag end damaging the
chamber and bore. Assemble the rod sections and the jag end to the proper length. Attach a
clean patch to the jag. Drop the female end of the cleaning rod through the bore from the
chamber end. Attach the cleaning rod handle to the female rod end. Apply a coat of CLP or rifle
bore cleaner to the patch and slowly pull it through the bore toward the muzzle end. Allow the
CLP to sit in the barrel to loosen any fouling. Clean all residue from the bolt, bolt carrier, and

cam pin with CLP. Attach a new clean patch to the cleaning rod. Coat the patch as before and
pull through the bore from the chamber end as you did with the first patch. Remove the cleaning
rod handle and attach the bore brush to the cleaning rod end. Pull the brush through the bore
several times to loosen any remaining residue. Pull another patch through the bore with CLP or
bore cleaner to remove any heavy residue loosened by the bore brush. Pull new patches
through the bore until they come out clean. You should not have to attach the cleaning rod
handle to do this. Attach the chamber brush to the rod handle end. Slide a rod section through
the hole in the handle to form a T-handle. Coat the chamber brush with CLP or bore cleaner.
Keep the muzzle elevated so the CLP does not run into your freshly cleaned bore. Make several
plunging strokes followed by several degrees rotations in the barrel extension to clean the
locking lug area. Clean the bolt carrier and bolt body with CLP. Clean the cam pin of carbon
build up. Wipe down the firing pin, firing pin retaining pin and extractor pin. Clean any carbon
from bolt lugs. Clean carbon buildup from bolt channel. Clean hook of extractor. Apply drops of
lubricant to the cam pin, extractor spring and extractor pin. Apply a thin layer of lubricant to the
bearing surfaces of the bolt, rear of bolt lugs and bolt carrier. Do not lubricate the face of the
bolt. Apply a thin film of lubricant to the inside of the upper receiver surfaces where the carriage
assembly makes contact. Apply a thin film of lubricant to the sides of the charging handle.
Apply drops of lubricant to the charging handle latch. Apply drops of lubricant to the hammer,
trigger and bolt catch where theses parts contact their respective pins. Apply drops of lubricant
to the selector where it contacts the lower receiver. Apply drops of lubricant to pivot pin,
takedown pin, and buffer retainer. Apply a thin film of lubricant to the action spring and buffer.
Place the extractor back into the bolt body and press the rear portion of the extractor while
pressing the extractor pin back in place. Insert the bolt into bolt carrier with the extractor facing
right side of carrier. Install cam pin through bolt carrier and into bolt body. Pull bolt out to
unlocked position. Insert firing pin through rear of bolt and seat firing pin completely forward
against bolt. Insert firing pin retaining pin from the left side of bolt carrier. Ensure the retaining
pin is positioned between the head of the firing pin and the large flange. Position receiver
upside-down for steps a-c. Place the charging handle assembly into the upper receiver so the
charging handle lugs align with the recesses in the upper receiver. Push the charging handle
forward slightly to keep it from falling out. Pull the bolt completely forward and insert the bolt
carrier assembly into the upper receiver. Push the bolt carrier assembly forward until fully
seated. Slide action spring over recoil buffer and snap into place with a clockwise twisting
motion as you press spring forward. Insert action spring into receiver extension. Hammer
should be cocked and rifle on SAFE to ease assembly. Align the pivot pin holes of the upper
and lower receiver groups and press in the pivot pin. Ensure the firearm is unloaded and clear.
Insert an unloaded magazine into the magazine well. Fully pull the charging handle until bolt
locks to the rear, then press the charging handle forward to lock. Press the magazine catch. The
magazine should fall free of the magazine well. Fully pull and release the charging handle. The
bolt catch should disengage and allow the bolt to go forward. Press trigger to the rear. The
hammer should not fall. Rotate the selector to SEMI. Press trigger and hold to the rear. The
hammer should fall. Fully retract the charging handle cocking the firearm. Slowly release the
trigger. You should hear an audible click. To install handguard, slide it onto the upper receiver
ensuring the locking tabs are on either side of the upper receiver. Replace the handguard
retaining screws and torque to 40 in-lb. When transporting your firearm, keep it unloaded for
your safety and for the safety of others. When storing your firearm, keep it separated from
ammunition, under lock and key if possible, and out of the reach of children and other
inexperienced or unauthorized persons. Ensure the chamber and magazine do not contain live
ammunition. Clean the bore and chamber 3. Apply a generous coat of CLP to the chamber and
bore. Apply a light coat of CLP to all other metal surfaces for corrosion protection. Do not
attempt to store any firearm with a warm or hot silencer. If applicable, adjust the buttstock to its
shortest length to reduce the chances of damage. Long Term Storage 90 days or longer 1.
Ensure the firearm is thoroughly cleaned. Apply a medium coat of CLP to the chamber and bore.
Wrap the firearm with a waterproof material MIL-B or similar. If personnel will be working in
these areas, design to 68 deg F Even though most gunsmiths have the knowledge, training, and
the ability to make necessary repairs to your firearm, the skill and workmanship of any
particular 3rd party gunsmith is totally beyond our control. A firearm is a precision instrument
and some replacement parts will require individual fitting to ensure correct operation. Please do
not send your firearm until you obtain an RMA number. Make sure the chamber and magazine s
are unloaded and that no ammunition is included with your returned firearm. Package the
firearm securely to prevent damage. Enclose a letter which includes your name, street address,
daytime phone number, model and serial number, and a detailed description of the problem you
are experienced or the work you want performed. With the exception of extra magazines, do not

include scopes, mounts, or other accessories. Some jurisdictions require that firearms be
shipped and returned by a Federally Licensed Firearms Dealer. Consult applicable law to
determine how your firearm should be returned. Federal law prohibits persons who do not
possess a federal Firearms License from shipping a firearm via the U. Postal Service. Note: any
shipment of firearms outside U. Attention: Service Department 18 Industrial Drive Exeter, NH
This instruction manual should always accompany this firearm and be transferred with it upon
change of ownership. Have available the serial number of your firearm and the part diagram
number for the part s you wish to order. A parts list and diagram of the firearm is provided in
this manual. SIG SAUER 18 Industrial Drive Exeter, NH This limited warranty is null and void if
the firearm has been misused, damaged by accident or otherwise , fired with handloaded,
reloaded or improper ammunition, fired with an obstruction in the barrel, damaged through
failure to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance as described in the manual
accompanying the firearm, or if unauthorized repair or any alteration, including of a cosmetic
nature, had been performed on the firearm. This limited warranty does not apply to normal wear
and tear of any parts. Subject to the foregoing, this limited warranty confers the right to have
the covered firearm or its parts repaired, adjusted or replaced exclusively upon the original
purchaser, which right is not transferable to any other person. No implied warranties of any kind
are made herein and this warranty does not apply to any accessory items attached or
appurtenant to the firearm. All trademarks, service marks, trade names, trade dress, product
names and logos appearing in this manual are the property of their respective owners. All rights
reserved. For more information contact: sigsaueracademy. Handguard 25 2. Inspect the
chamber to ensure that there are no live rounds or spent cartridges present. Push recoil buffer
into receiver extension until it snaps behind buffer retaining plunger. Close the upper and lower
receivers and press the takedown pin fully into the lower receiver. Clean 5. Ricardo Torres.
Published on May 21, Go explore. Whether you're hunting, competing, or shooting for fun,
having the best parts for your favorite firearm is important, and Sig Sauer Gun Parts provide
you with the accessories to customize and upgrade your weapon. For your AR, you'll find
top-quality AR15 Parts including uppers and lowers, stabilizing braces, and more! Our selection
of Sig Sauer pistol barrels is extensive, so you're sure to find the perfect replacement for your
gun, whether you're upgrading, adding or removing length, or swapping out an old barrel. If you
need a new trigger , discover the wide range of options that enhance your competitive shots or
hunting accuracy. Here at OpticsPlanet , we want you to be completely satisified with your
purchase. Please enable JavaScript in Your Browser JavaScript is not currently enabled in your
browser and due to this our site will not work as it should. While JavaScript is disabled, you will
not be able to add items to your cart or browse all product options. Our site is powered by
industry leading security standards for your protection. If possible, please enable JavaScript in
your browser for the best possible experience. If you cannot enable JavaScript or you are
having technical difficulties, please contact us â€” we are always here to he
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lp! Please Enable Your Browser's Cookies Functionality Cookies are not currently enabled in
your browser, and due to this the functionality of our site will be severely restricted. Web
browser based cookies allow us to customize our site for you, save items in your cart, and
provide you with a great experience when shopping OpticsPlanet. Your privacy is important to
us, and any personal information you supply to us is kept strictly confidential. If you cannot
enable cookies in your browser, please contact us â€” we are always here to help! Unfortunately
we are unable to offer our excellent shopping experience without JavaScript. Please add "
opticsplanet. Popular Categories. AR15 Parts. Pistol Parts. Rifle Parts. Muzzle Devices. Sig
Sauer P Barrel,. Sig Sauer Muzzle Brake Assembly,. Sig Sauer P 9mm Luger 5. Sig Sauer
XSeries 3. Sig Sauer XSeries 4. Sig Sauer 5. Sig Sauer Pro-? Sig Sauer 9MM 3. Made in USA.
Customer Reviews. Related Links. Navigate to: Categories. Compare 0. Remove All.

